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Theoretical systematics 
in cross section ratios
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Why cross section ratios?

 The staged increase of the LHC beam energy provides a new class of interesting 
observables: cross section ratios and double ratios of hard processes

Ei can be 7, 8 or 14 TeV

These ratios can be computed with very high precision due to the large degree of 
correlation of theoretical uncertainties at different energies

Experimentally these ratios can also be measured accurately since many systematics, 
like luminosity or jet energy scale, cancel partially in the ratios

These ratios allow stringent precision tests of the SM, and can be used for example as 
standard candles to measure/correlate luminosities between different energies....

.... but also could provide new strategies for new physics searches
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Parton Luminosities
When increasing the LHC beam energy, the PDF luminosity increase, specially for high 
final state masses
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PDF uncertainties in the ratio cancel to very good extent for not too large final state 
masses, then PDF error blow up because very high-x PDFs (with large errors) being 
probed

Depending on the analysis, we might want to maximize (PDF constraints) or minimize 
(luminosity monitoring, BSM searches) the PDF sensitivity of ratios



Settings

Several processes considered (just a small sample of possible observables)

Electroweak gauge boson production computed at NNLO with Vrap 

Top quark pair production at NLO+NNLL with Top++ 

Higgs boson production at NNLO with iHixs 

Top quark pair production with invariant mass above 1 and 2 TeV at NLO with 
MCFM6.2, cross-checked with HVQMNR

Inclusive jet production for pT above 1 and 2 TeV at NLO with ModifiedEKS 
(Thanks to J. Gao for pre-release version)

Theoretical systematics considered are PDFs (both intrinsic PDF errors and differences 
between PDF sets), scale variations, strong coupling variations and top mass variations

We consider NNPDF2.1, MSTW08 and ABKM09 NNLO PDFs in all processes
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Cross section Ratios - 8 over 7 TeV
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Single W and Z ratios have a total systematic of 0.1%: could be used to correlate 
luminosities of 8 and 7 TeV runs with high precision

tt Mtt distributions and jets provide TeV scale observables with few % theory systematics



Cross section Ratios - 8 over 7 TeV
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tT ratios (inclusive and invariant mass distributions) potentially useful to distinguish 
between PDF sets: NNPDF/MSTW vs ABKM

Inclusive jets with pT > 1 TeV instead very close for all PDFs, small overall PDF errors 

W and Z ratios also robust agains changing the PDF set: possibly one of the most precise 
standard candles at the LHC



Cross section Ratios - 14 over 8 TeV
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Single W and Z ratios have a total systematic of 0.5%: could be used to correlate 
luminosities of 14 and 8 TeV runs with high precision

Ratios of Higgs cross section have 1% theory accuracy: stringent test of SM vs BSM Higgs

Inclusive tT ratios also 1% accuracy, more precise that absolute cross sections



SENSITIVITY TO NEW 
PHYSICS CONTRIBUTIONS
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Sensitivity to BSM contributions

Consider that final state X receives contributions both from SM and BSM processes

Then one can write, assuming the BSM contribution is small wrt SM one

The visibility of a BSM contribution in the evolution with energy of the cross 
section requires that it evolves differently from the SM contribution
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Sensitivity to BSM contributions

The threshold to be sensitive to BSM contributions is given by the precision of the 
SM prediction, taken into account all theory systematics

This also defined the goals for the precision of the experimental measurement

Since the theory systematics are at the % level or even smaller, BSM contributions of 
few % could be detected if the SM and BSM cross sections scale differently enough 
in energy

This scaling with energy is driven by the partonic luminosities, for the production 
of a final state X with mass M
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Application: tT at large MtT
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tT at large invariant masses dominated by gg, stable fraction for all energies

qQ over gg luminosity increases with the LHC energy

For 8 over 7, enhancement factor up to 1.5 for M=2 TeV

For 14 over 8, enhancement factor up to 3 for M=2 TeV



Application: tT at large MtT
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tT at large invariant masses dominated by gg, stable fraction for all energies

qQ over gg luminosity increases with the LHC energy: tT at large MtT useful to probe 
qQ iniated BSM processes that lead to the same tT final state

For BSM contributions initiated by qQ processes (Z’, squarks, ...),  one gets improved 
sensitivity to deviations wrt the SM prediction as compared to naive !BSM/!SM ratio 
in absolute cross sections

Theory systematics now at the 5% level, should decrease (better PDFs + NNLO) down 
to the 1-2% level

Explore BSM sensitivity in particular scenarios (supersymmetry)

Many other applications of this idea for other processes should be relevant and 
experimentally feasible



Summary and outlook
Precision measurements of single and double cross section ratios of 
hard processes at different LHC energies are new interesting 
observables

Theoretical systematics can be as small as 0.1% for W and Z 
production, below the 1% for inclusive tT, and few % for TeV scale tT 
and jet observables

Residual theoretical uncertainties dominated often by PDF systematics: 
ratios ratios can constrain/discriminate PDF sets

Ratios can also be used to accurately correlate the luminosity between 
different beam energies and between different experiments

Ratios enhance the sensitivity to certain BSM contributions, thanks to 
the different evolution of SM and BSM signals with the beam energy
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EXTRA MATERIAL
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Cross section Ratios - 14 over 8 TeV
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tT ratios (inclusive and invariant mass distributions) potentially useful to distinguish 
between PDF sets: NNPDF/MSTW vs ABKM

Inclusive jets with pT > 1 TeV instead very close for all PDFs, small overall PDF errors 

W and Z ratios also robust agains chaging the PDF set


